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  Q1. Answer these questions.                                    

   1. Why was Raju bored after a few days?       

   Ans. _____________________________________________________________      

   2. What did the tree grow out of? 

   Ans. ____________________________________________________________  

   3. Why did Suresh go back home?  

   Ans._______________________________________________________________                                                                                                                                                                                          

   Q2. Write the sounds that the words given below make. Choose your answer from the box.                                                     

                          

 

1. bells  –    ________          3. snakes- __________             

2. raindrops -  _________          4.bees-   __________  

Q3. State whether these sentences are true(T) or false (F).                                                                                            

   1.Everyone who saw the photo of a big smile had felt happy.     ________ 

2.The students had to see what would happen when they made people happy.________   

   3 Carla gave the box to Miss Ellis.__________                                                             

   Q.4 Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

    1. The kitten is sitting _________ ( between/in)the cats. 

    2. A mouse is sitting ______( in/under) the table.    

    3. The fish is ____ the pond.( in/ on) 

   Q5.Fill in the blanks with correct joining words.(and, but)      

    1.Ram ___ Riya are playing. (and/but)  

    2.Anandi is thin_________ very strong.( and/but) 

    3.I am very hungry________thirsty.  ( but/and) 

    4. I am sleepy_____ I have to go to work. (but/and) 

  buzz   hiss    tinkle   plop 



 

   Q.6 Underline the adjectives in these sentences.                               

     1.That is a small shop.  

     2.Mary is wearing red shoes. 

     3.The soup is hot but the juice is cold. 

   Q7.Complete the paragraph using is/am/ are +verb + ing.                        

    Children ______( play) in the ground. The Sun_______( shine) bightly.             

    Sachin is _____(bat). Girls _______ (laugh). An old man _______ (sell) fruits.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Q.8 Read the given passage and answer the questions.                  

    One day Arun saw a bird. Its wing was trapped in the bush. He pulled it out and fed it with 

     grains and some water. Arun took care of the bird. After some days ,Arun set the bird 
    free. The bird flew away in the sky.    

   1. Write the correct answer in the blanks --- 

    a. What did Arun see one day? 

    ____________________________________ 

   2.What did Arun give the bird to drink? 

    _____________________________________ 

   3.Where did the bird go when it was set free? 

    ____________________________________ 

  4. Pick out two nouns from the passage.  

    a. __________    b. _________ 

                              

 

            

 

 


